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Groovy, the brand-new language for the Java platform, brings to Java many of the features that have made Ruby popular. Groovy in Action is a comprehensive guide to Groovy programming, introducing Java developers to the new dynamic features that Groovy provides.  To bring you Groovy in Action, Manning again went to the source by working with a team of expert authors including both members and the Manager of the Groovy Project team.  The result is the true definitive guide to the new Groovy language.
 Groovy in Action introduces Groovy by example, presenting lots of reusable code while explaining the underlying concepts. Java developers new to Groovy find a smooth transition into the dynamic programming world. Groovy experts gain a solid reference that challenges them to explore Groovy deeply and creatively. 

 Because Groovy is so new, most readers will be learning it from scratch. Groovy in Action quickly moves through the Groovy basics, including:
  

	Simple and collective Groovy data types  
	Working with Closures and Groovy Control Structures  
	Dynamic Object Orientation, Groovy style
 Readers are presented with rich and detailed examples illustrating Groovy's enhancements to Java, including
  


	How to Work with Builders and the GDK 
	Database programming with Groovy
 Groovy in Action then demonstrates how to Integrate Groovy with XML, and provides,
  


	Tips and Tricks  
	Unit Testing and Build Support 
	Groovy on Windows
 An additional bonus is a chapter dedicated to Grails, the Groovy Web Application Framework. 

 Early PDF chapters of Groovy in Action are available from the Manning Early Access Program (MEAP) at http://www.manning.com/koenig. As part of this program, readers can also discuss the early manuscript with the author and help shape the manuscript as it's being developed by joining the Author Forum.
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New Perspectives on Microsoft PowerPoint 2010, IntroductoryCourse Technology PTR, 2010


	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way

	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that

	Microsoft Office 2010 has to offer.





	In developing the New Perspectives Series, our goal was to create books that give students

	the...
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SAP SCM Interview Questions Answers and Explanations: SAP Supply Chain Management Certification ReviewEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P SCM Consultants  SAP SCM Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP SCM is the future for supply chain activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP SCM Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From...
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IBM Rational ClearCase 7.0: Master the Tools That Monitor, Analyze, and Manage Software ConfigurationsPackt Publishing, 2011

	My first encounter with software configuration management was way back in the eighties while at university – and way before I knew that it was called software configuration management. We were doing a student project and were five people working on this group project. I was coding away, slipping into experiments that eventually took the...
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Introduction to Probability ModelsAcademic Press, 2019

	
		Introduction to Probability Models, Twelfth Edition, is the latest version of Sheldon Ross's classic bestseller. This trusted book introduces the reader to elementary probability modelling and stochastic processes and shows how probability theory can be applied in fields such as engineering, computer science, management...
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Drug Use and Abuse: A Comprehensive IntroductionCengage Learning, 2013

	Packed with the latest data and research, the powerful new DRUG USE AND ABUSE: A COMPREHENSIVE INTRODUCTION, 8e delivers a thorough, interdisciplinary survey of all aspects of drug and alcohol abuse. The text draws from the many disciplines of history, law, pharmacology, political science, social work, counseling, psychology, sociology, and...
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Databases A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Thirty-five years ago, databases were found only in special research laboratories, where computer scientists struggled with ways to make them efficient and useful, publishing their findings in countless research papers. Today databases are a ubiquitous part of the information technology (IT) industry and business in general. We directly and...
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